Abstract. The aim of this paper is to extend the classical Larson-Sweedler theorem, namely that a k-bialgebra has a non-singular integral (and in particular is Frobenius) if and only if it is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra, to the 'many-object' setting of Hopf categories. To this end, we provide new characterizations of Frobenius V-categories and we develop the integral theory for Hopf V-categories. Our results apply to Hopf algebras in any braided monoidal category as a special case, and also relate to Turaev's Hopf group algebras and particular cases of weak and multiplier Hopf algebras.
Introduction
The classical Larson-Sweedler theorem [LS69] characterizes finite dimensional Hopf algebras among bialgebras as those that possess a non-singular left integral. The existence of such an integral implies in particular that the Hopf algebra is Frobenius, and this result has been refined in [Par71] . Just like Hopf algebras, Frobenius algebras have both an algebra and a coalgebra structure, although with different compatibility conditions. In fact, if some finite dimensional algebra A has a Hopf structure, the induced Frobenius structure on A has (in general) a different comultiplication and counit than the ones from the Hopf algebra structure. One of the reasons why the Larson-Sweedler theorem is so important is that it led to definitions of (locally compact) quantum groups by means of well-behaving integrals rather than antipodes. The result of Larson and Sweedler furthermore inspired many other results about the connection between Hopf and Frobenius structures on a given (bi)algebra. For example, in Hopf-Galois theory, a Frobenius structure on the Hopf algebra allows to describe the (Morita) equivalence between modules over the ring of coinvariants and Hopf modules in a more direct and symmetric way, see [CFM90] and [CVW04] . More recently, some new connections between Frobenius and Hopf properties have been observed in [Sar19] .
Just as the notion of Hopf algebra has been generalised in several ways, so has the Larson-Sweedler theorem. For example, Larson-Sweedler type theorems for weak Hopf algebras [Vec03] , multiplier Hopf algebras [VW06] and weak multiplier Hopf algebras [KV18] have been formulated; however, as explained in [IK10] , the weak Hopf algebras case is quite subtle, since the 'difficult' direction of the Larson-Sweedler theorem only holds under additional assumptions on the target algebra of the weak Hopf algebra.
The aim of the current paper is to unify and generalize these results in proving a Larson-Sweedler theorem for Hopf V-categories. Hopf categories were introduced in [BCV16] and can be understood as a many-object generalization of usual Hopf algebras, in the same way as one can understand a groupoid as a many-object version of a group. More precisely, a semi-Hopf V-category, where V is a braided monoidal category, is a category A that is enriched over the monoidal category of comonoids in V. If we denote the hom-object between two objects x, y of A by A x,y , a semi-Hopf category is called Hopf if it admits an antipode given by s x,y : A x,y → A y,x for any two objects x, y in A. In [BFVV17] , we showed that such Hopf categories have a natural interpretation as oplax Hopf algebras; in [Böh17] an alternative interpretation of Hopf categories was given as Hopf monads in a suitable monoidal bicategory. Hopf categories have the interesting feature that they are general enough to cover many interesting examples of generalized Hopf-structures, and concrete enough to manipulate them without the need to involve heavy higher categorical machinery. In particular, by 'packing' a Hopf category, one obtains interesting examples of weak (multiplier) Hopf algebras, whose target algebra is a direct product of copies of the base ring.
Also in [BFVV17] , we introduced the notion of a Frobenius V-category as the natural Frobenius analogue of Hopf categories. In contrast to the classical case, where both Hopf algebras and Frobenius algebras consist of algebras that also have a coalgebra structure albeit with different compatibility conditions, the generalized coalgebra structure of a Hopf category and a Frobenius category are of a very different nature. Indeed the coalgebraic structure of a Hopf category is 'local', in the sense that every hom-object A x,y is a comonoid (in the monoidal category V). On the other hand, a Frobenius Vcategory is at the same time a V-enriched category and a V-enriched opcategory, which means that its comultiplicative structure is of the form A x,y → A x,z ⊗A z,y for all objects x, y, z of A, i.e. the coalgebraic structure of a Frobenius V-category is 'global'.
Outline. In Section 2 we first review some basic properties of Hopf V-categories. For example, we study in detail how invertibility of the antipode morphisms is related to the existence of an op-antipode. We also show how the notion of Hopf categories is closely related to the notion of bi-Galois objects (see Proposition 2.15) and explain how this leads to the construction of non-trivial examples of Hopf categories (see Remark 2.16). After recalling the fundamental theorem for Hopf modules, we also prove the fundamental theorem of Hopf opmodules over Hopf categories (see Theorem 2.20). In Section 3 we provide equivalent characterizations of the Frobenius V-categories from [BFVV17] in terms of self-duality, Casimir elements, and trace maps. The main results of this paper can be found in Section 4. We first make a detailed study of the integral theory for Hopf categories. As one can expect, this theory becomes much more involved from the 1-object case, since the integral space is no longer described as an equalizer but as a more general limit. We investigate the relation between the existence of integrals and Frobenius structures on a Hopf category. In particular, we show that a Frobenius Hopf V-category also has a local Frobenius structure, i.e. all hom-objects A x,y are Frobenius algebras in V. Furthermore, this additional local algebra structure is isomorphic to the local algebra structure of the dual opcategory A * ; these four structures, the local and global algebra and coalgebra structures on a single Frobenius and Hopf category fit together as explained in Table 1 . We then prove our main result: a generalization of the Larson-Sweedler theorem for Hopf V-categories, Theorem 4.15. We also show that in the particular case of k-linear Hopf categories, where k is a commutative base ring for which all projective modules are free, our theorem reduces to a result that subsumes the classical Larson-Sweedler theorem (Corollary 4.17). In the final Section 5 we present some applications of our result. In particular, in the one-object case we recover the classical Larson Sweedler theorem for Hopf algebras, but also for several of their generalizations, such as monoidal Hom-Hopf algebras and graded Hopf algebras. Other applications to Turaev's Hopf group coalgebras [Tur10] , weak (multiplier) Hopf algebras and groupoid algebras are presented as well.
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Hopf V-categories
In this section we recall some basic notions and constructions relatively to the concept of a Hopf V-category, where V is a braided monoidal category; relevant references to that end are [BCV16] and [BFVV17] . We assume familiarity with the basics of theory of monoidal categories, see [JS93] , as well as the theory of (co)monoids, Hopf monoids and Frobenius monoids.
Primary results.
A standard reference for the theory of enriched categories is [Kel05] . Briefly recall that for a monoidal category (V, ⊗, I), a V-enriched graph is a family of objects {A x,y } x,y∈X in V, indexed by its set of objects X; we shall use that notation for hom-objects, rather than the more common A(x, y). Along with V-graph morphisms, i.e. functions between the sets of objects with arrows F xy : A x,y → B f x,f y in V, enriched graphs form a category V-Grph. It has a subcategory V-Cat of V-enriched graphs equipped with composition laws m xyz : A x,y ⊗ A y,z → A x,z (again notice the difference with standard terminology) and identities j x : I → A x,x satisfying the usual associativity and unity conditions. A V-functor is then a V-graph morphism that respects this structure. If V is equipped with a braiding σ, every V-category A has an opposite V-category A op with the same objects and hom-objects A op x,y := A y,x ; composition is
. We call categories enriched in the category Mod k of k-modules for a commutative ring k-linear categories. Recall that if F : V → W is a monoidal functor, it induces a change of base functor V-Cat → W-Cat.
Recall also that if A is a V-category, a (right) A-module [Law73] is a V-graph {N x,y } over the same set of objects, equipped with actions µ xyz : N x,y ⊗ A y,z → N x,z satisfying Morphisms are identity-on-objects V-graph maps {ϕ xy : N x,y → P x,y } such that
Finally, recall [DS97, §9] that a V-opcategory C is a category enriched in the opposite monoidal category V op . Explicitly, and for future reference, there exist cocomposition and counit arrows in V
satisfying coassociativity and counity axioms:
(3) where the coherence isomorphisms in V are suppressed. Similarly, a V-opfunctor is a V op -functor. Together these form a category V-opCat. An object A in a monoidal category has a (left) dual A * when there exists evaluation and coevaluation morphisms ev : A * ⊗A → I and coev : I → A⊗A * making the following diagrams commute, where the associator and unitors are suppressed:
The notation xy coev or xy ev will be henceforth used whenever those maps refer to a dualizable hom-object A xy ∈ V of a V-enriched graph or (op)category.
Example 2.1. Suppose Mod f k is the category of finitely generated projective k-modules (i.e. those with a dual basis) for a commutative ring k. If A is a Mod f k -enriched (or just k-linear) category A, we can first of all define a linear graph A * with the same objects and hom-objects A * x,y = Hom k (A x,y , k). It turns out that its opposite graph (A * ) op has the structure of a k-linear opcategory ([BCV16, p. 1192]); cocomposition and counits are given by applying the functor (−)
to the composition and identities of A, as in
In a more general setting, this construction holds for any category enriched in a rigid monoidal category V (where all objects have duals) or even more relaxedly when the hom-objects of A are dualizable objects in V, henceforth called locally rigid. Essentially, the strong anti-monoidal functor (−)
op as above, and dually a V-opcategory C ino a V-category (C * ) op via a process similar to the change of enrichment base.
Hopf enriched categories, introduced in [BCV16] , constitute a natural many-object generalization of a Hopf monoid in a braided monoidal category. In what follows, suppose that (V, ⊗, I, σ) is a braided monoidal category, and recall that its category of comonoids Comon(V) inherits the monoidal structure, via
Notice that we use Latin letters to denote 'global' operations (those that may relate different hom-objects, i.e. of different indices), and Greek letters to denote 'local' operations (those that concern each hom-object object individually). Definition 2.2. A semi-Hopf V-category H is a Comon(V)-enriched category. Explicitly, it consists of objects together with a collection of H x,y ∈ V for any two objects x, y, and families of morphisms in V
which make H a V-category, each H x,y a comonoid in V, and satisfy
Semi-Hopf V-categories together with Comon(V)-functors form the category Comon(V)-Cat which we also denote sHopf-V-Cat.
Example 2.3. Every bimonoid in a braided monoidal category V is a one-object semiHopf V-category.
Example 2.4. If A is a semi-Hopf V-category for (V, ⊗, I, σ), it gives rise to new semi-Hopf V-categories A op , A cop , A op,cop and A cop,op as follows, see also [BCV16, §2] . 
So s is left inverse to s -recall these are identity-on-objects graph morphisms. A similar argument shows that s is also right inverse to s and the one direction is established. Now suppose thatan antipode s has inverses s yx for each s xy . Then these indeed form an opantipode; for example, the left axiom is verified by
where s satisfies conditions dual to those in Remark 2.7 merely by being inverse to s. That s a right antipode is proved dually.
It is shown in [BCV16, Prop. 2.10] that any Comon(V)-functor between Hopf V-categories automatically satisfies that condition; hence we have a full subcategory Hopf-V-Cat of Comon(V)-Cat.
Example 2.9. Every Hopf algebra H in a braided monoidal V is a one-object Hopf V-category; this fulfils its purpose as a many-object generalization. In particular, each endo-hom object H x,x of an arbitrary Hopf V-category H is a Hopf monoid in V.
Remark 2.10. It was shown in [BFVV17] that sHopf-V-Cat and Hopf-V-Cat are in fact categories of oplax bimonoids and Hopf oplax bimonoids in a symmetric monoidal bicategory Span|V. This exhibits a more elaborate sense in which Hopf structure can be generalized in higher categorical settings, and Hopf categories are example of such.
Example 2.11. [BCV16, p. 2.12] The 'linearization' functor L : Set → Mod k which sends each set to the free k-module on that set, is a strong monoidal functor. Hence it induces a change-of-base functor between Hopf-Set-Cat and Hopf-Mod k -Cat, namely ordinary Hopf categories which are the same as groupoids, and k-linear Hopf categories. As a result, every groupoid G determines a k-linear Hopf category H with H x,y := LG x,y , the free k-module on the set of morphisms x → y in G.
Remark 2.12. Suppose that V is a monoidal category with coproducts that commute with the tensor product -as is the case for any monoidal closed category -and a zero object. For any V-graph A, we call the objectÂ = x,y A x,y in V the packed form of A, and we get thatÂ
If A is furthermore a V-category, we can define families of maps
Since for every x, y, z, u we have a composite diagonal map as below, where the vertical arrows are the canonical injections, the universal property of coproducts yields a (unique) map µ :Â ⊗Â →Â as follows
which is easy to check that is associative. If moreover
A x,y happens to be a biproduct in V -for example in the category of k-modules -and the set of objects X is finite, then we also obtain a unique x,y A x,y I A x,y jxy which satisfies unity conditions. Therefore in that case,Â naturally obtains a monoid structure in V. Suppose now that A is a Hopf V-category. ThenÂ is also a comonoid in V, since comonoids are closed under colimits in any monoidal category (see e.g. [CDV06] ). Explicitly, the comultiplication and counit again follow from the universal property of coproducts, via
It was shown in [BCV16] that with this structure, the packed version of a Hopf Mod kcategory with a finite set of objects is a weak Hopf algebra. In particular, applying this to the previous example, one obtains the usual groupoid algebra kG from H, as a packed form: kG = 
is precisely a Mon(V)-opcategory, i.e. it is equipped with cocomposition and counit morphisms d xyz , ǫ x as in (2), together with local multiplication and unit morphisms µ xy : C x,y ⊗ C x,y → C x,y , η xy : I → C x,y making each hom-object a monoid in V, subject to compatibility conditions. Moreover, a Hopf V-opcategory comes with arrows s xy : C y,x → C x,y satisfying dual axioms to (7):
Example 2.14. Suppose V is a rigid braided monoidal category. By Example 2.1, any V-category A gives rise to a V-opcategory (A * ) op , henceforth denoted A * ,op given by A * ,op
* ,op naturally obtains the structure of a (semi-)Hopf V-opcategory, since the local comonoid structure turns into a local monoid structure under the strong antimonoidal (−)
is the semi-Hopf V-opcategory structure on A * ,op where the cocomposition and counit are given as in (5) and multiplication and unit are µ xy : A * ,op
Dually, if C is a semi-Hopf V-opcategory, its opposite dual C * ,op is a semi-Hopf Vcategory.
Proposition 2.15. Let H be a Hopf V-category. Then for any two objects x, y in H, we have that the above canonical map
Proof. One can easily check that an inverse of the canonical map is given by
Remark 2.16. Of course, the previous proposition also can be applied to Hopf opcategories. Since it is well-known that, when working over a base field, i.e. V = Vect k , the bijectivity of the canonical map implies that the space of (co)invariants is trivial, we can deduce from the previous proposition the following interesting result.
Theorem 2.17. For a Hopf Vect k -category H, H x,y is an H x,x -H y,y bi-Galois co-object for any pair of objects x, y in H; for a Hopf Vect k -opcategory H, H x,y is an H x,x -H y,y bi-Galois object for any pair of objects x, y in H.
In particular, we find that each non-zero H x,y is isomorphic as a k-vector space to both H x,x and H y,y . Moreover, H x,x and H y,y are isomorphic as k-vector spaces if H x,y or H y,x is non-zero.
This observation leads to some interesting examples of Hopf (op)categories. Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A any (faithfully flat, right) Galois object of H. Then we know (see [Schauenburg, Peter Hopf bi-Galois extensions. Comm. Algebra 24 (1996), no. 12, 3797-3825.]), that one can construct a Hopf algebra L = (A ⊗ A) coH such that A becomes an L-H bi-Galois object. Hence we obtain a Hopf opcategory with two objects x, y by putting H x,x = L, H y,y = H, H x,y = A and H y,x = A op .
2.2. The fundamental theorem of Hopf categories. In this section, we recall the fundamental theorem for Hopf modules of Hopf V-categories; details and proofs can be found in [BCV16] . For (A, m, j, δ, ε) a semi-Hopf V-category, a right Hopf module is a V-graph M over the same set of objects, with a global A-action and a local A-coaction
making M into an enriched A-module (Section 2.1) and each M x,y into an ordinary A x,y -comodule, and furthermore satisfy
There is a category with objects Hopf A-modules, and morphisms V-graph maps that respect the global A-action and local A-coactions; it is denoted by V-Mod A A . Dually, for a semi-Hopf V-opcategory (C, d, ǫ, µ, η) as in Example 2.13, a right Hopf opmodule is a V-graph N equipped with a global C-coaction and local C-action
making N into an enriched C-comodule and each N x,y into an ordinary C x,y -module, compatible in that
The category of right Hopf opmodules over C is denoted as V-opMod C C . Example 2.18. Suppose that V is a rigid braided monoidal category and H a Hopf V-category (H, m, j, δ, ε, s); recall by Example 2.14 that H * ,op is a Hopf V-opcategory.
(1) H is a right Hopf H * ,op -opmodule via the following coaction and action:
With this structure, H is called a type 1 Hopf H * ,op -opmodule, denoted H 1 .
(2) H op is a right H * ,op -opmodule, via the following action and coaction: 
We now recall the fundamental theorem for Hopf modules, [BCV16, Theorem 9.2]. In its formulation, we denote by V-dGrph the category of diagonal V-graphs, namely given by single-indexed families (M x ) x∈X of objects in V. Notice that any V-graph gives rise to a diagonal one, by considering only its endo-hom objects M xx .
Theorem 2.20. Let (A, m, j, µ, ε) be a semi-Hopf V-category. The functor
that maps some {N x } x∈X to {N x ⊗ A x,y } x,y∈X with A-action 1 ⊗ m xyz and coaction 1 ⊗ δ xy , has a right adjoint (−) coA as in
Moreover, A is a Hopf V-category if and only if the above functors establish an equivalence of categories; in particular,
Proof. (sketch) The unit and counit are given respectively by α x :
is the space of coinvariants for the local Hopf algebra A xx in the klinear case, see Example 2.9, which can in that way be defined in any monoidal category V with equalizers.
The above theorem can also be deduced from viewing a Hopf category as a special instance of a Hopf comonad on a naturally Frobenius map-monoidale [Böh16] , using the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules in that general setting [BL16] .
Finally, we prove a result concerning coinvariants, useful for what comes later.
Proposition 2.21. If H is a Hopf V-category with invertible antipode, then
Proof. Since coinvariants of Hopf modules are computed using only the comodule structure, any isomorphism of comodules H 1 and H 2 will induce the required isomorphism. In fact, the antipode is always a comodule morphism H 1 → H 2 and in this case it is invertible. In the dual scenario, the same argument applies but observe that s * is a comodule morphism H * 2 → H * 1 . 2.3. The fundamental theorem of Hopf opcategories. Theorem 2.20 can be appropriately dualized to produce a fundamental theorem for Hopf opmodules. However, due to some non-trivial subtle differences between the two cases, in this section we explicitly describe the basic constructions and proofs. In what follows, we fix (C, d, ǫ, µ, η) to be a semi-Hopf V-opcategory as in Example 2.13, for V a braided monoidal category.
In order to specify a functor similarly to (15), notice that for any diagonal V-graph {N x } x∈X , the families (N ⊗ C) x,y := N x ⊗ C x,y give a Hopf C-opmodule with C-action id ⊗ µ xy and coaction id ⊗ d xzy . This naturaly defines a functor
On the other hand, for any Hopf C-opmodule (M, ν, χ), we define the x-coinvariant space M coC x of M to be the limit in the following diagram
Explicitly, the object M coC x in V comes with maps v xy :
• v xy for all y, z, and is universal with this property. These spaces form
x } x∈X for any x, and this is set to be the mapping on objects of a functor (−) coC : V-opMod
by the universal property of the limit. On the other hand, for any Hopf C-opmodule M let β xy = ν xy • (v xy ⊗ id) : M coC x ⊗ C x,y → M x,y . We can check that α and β constitute a unit and counit for the proposed adjunction.
Theorem 2.23. If a semi-Hopf V-opcategory C is Hopf, the adjunction of Proposition 2.22 is an equivalence of categories. In particular, for a Hopf C-opmodule M,
as Hopf C-opmodules.
Proof. It suffices to show that when C is a Hopf V-category, the adjunction -⊗ C ⊣ (−) coC is an adjoint equivalence, namely the unit and counit are isomorphisms. An inverse for each α x as defined in the previous proof is given by
It is clear that Γ x • α x = id because of the commutativity of the following diagram:
For the other side composite, first note that there is only one endomorphism
such that v xx • f x = v xx by the universal property of limits; hence this is the identity. Moreover,
For each component β xy of the counit, an inverse is given by
where t x is induced by the universal property of coinvariants and the family of maps ν xy • 1 ⊗ s yx ) • χ xyx which form a cone over the required diagram: indeed,
We can verify that this γ xy is a one-sided inverse of β xy by the following commutative square for any x, y, z, w ∈ X. The left and bottom triangle, the left upper square and the right lower square commute since M is Hopf C-opmodule. The inner diagram ( * ) follows from the Hopf opcategory axioms and ( * * ) from the universal property of the limit defining coinvariants. Hence β xy • γ xy = id. For γ xy • β xy = id, first note that
and also it can be shown that
⊗ǫ xx ) xy )) is trivially a cone over the diagram (18), by the universal property there exists a unique morphism h :
⊗ ǫ xx ) satisfies this condition trivially, we can deduce by uniqueness of h that they have to be equal:
Finally, using the above data, we can compute
where the last equality is due to C being a V-opcategory, hence the proof is complete.
A 'full' fundamental theorem for Hopf opmodules would include the converse of Proposition 2.22; this may be readily proved by adapting the proof of the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules given in [BCV16] . We omit it here since it is not required for our purposes.
Frobenius V-categories
In this section we describe Frobenius V-categories as generalisations of Frobenius monoids. These were originally introduced in [BFVV17, §7], themselves being Frobenius monoids inside the same monoidal bicategory where Hopf V-categories arise as oplax hopf monoids. Moreover, we proceed to original characterizations of Frobenius categories in terms of Casimir elements, dual module structures, and trace maps. These characterizations, necessary for our central results in Section 4, naturally generalise those for usual Frobenius algebras [CMZ02] and are similar to those of Frobenius monads [Str04b, Thm 1.6].
Definition 3.1. [BFVV17, 7.1.1] A Frobenius V-category A is a V-category that is also a V-opcategory, namely for every x, y ∈ ObA there is an object A x,y ∈ V and maps
satisfying the usual axioms, and moreover the following diagrams commute:
Definition 3.2. [BFVV17, 7.1.2] A Frobenius V-functor between two Frobenius categories A and B is a morphism simultaneously in V-Cat and V-opCat op . This amounts to a function f : ObA → ObB along with families of arrows F xy : A x,y → B f x,f y in V subject to the following axioms:
The category of Frobenius V-categories and Frobenius V-functors is denoted Frob-V-Cat. Notice how a Frobenius monoid in any monoidal category V can be viewed as a oneobject Frobenius V-category, and in particular every A x,x ∈ V is such. For more examples and discussion of related notions, see [BFVV17] . Proof. We already know by Remark 2.12 that (Â, µ, η) is a monoid in V. In a dual way to the multiplication defined therein, the maps
induce (uniquely) comultiplication and counit arrows δ :Â →Â ⊗Â, e :Â → I via the universal properties of (co)products. It can then be verified that δ and e makeÂ into a comonoid, and moreover that (Â, µ, η, δ, e) is a Frobenius monoid in V.
3.1. Characterization in terms of Casimir elements. We here proceed to an equivalent expression of Frobenius V-categories in terms of a family of 'Casimir' maps, generalizing the classical context for Frobenius algebras found e.g. in []. In what follows, for a k-linear category A we usually write composition m xyz : A x,y ⊗ A y,z → A x,z as simple concatenation, namely pq := m xyz (p ⊗ q). We also write 1 x,x for j x (1), the image of 1 ∈ k under the identity map j x : k → A x,x . Finally we write r · m for the action of multiplying with a scalar using k ⊗ M ∼ = M.
Definition 3.4. Let (A, m, j) be a V-category with ObA = X. A Casimir family E is a family of distinguished morphisms xy e : I → A x,y ⊗ A y,x indexed by (x, y) ∈ X 2 , satisfying the commutativity of
for any triple (x, y, z) ∈ X 3 . In the k-linear case, this gives an X 2 -indexed family of elements
Using the above definition, we obtain the following equivalent formulation of Definition 3.1.
Proposition 3.5. A V-category A is Frobenius if and only if there exists a
Casimir family E together with maps ν x : A x,x → I for every object x, such that the following triangles commute:
In the k-linear context, this is expressed as
x,x ) = 1 x,x . The families of maps (E, ν) as above define a Frobenius system for any V-category A. 
where the left part is the unit axiom for any V-category, and the other two are Frobenius conditions. In k-linear language, we have xy e = d xyx (1 x,x ) and the diagram expresses that for any a ∈ A x,z ,
If we then define ν x = ǫ x , one easily verifies that (25) is satisfied using the counity axiom (3), and hence one direction is proved.
(⇐) Now suppose that (A, m, j) is a V-category with a Casimir family E = { xy e } x,y and {ν x } x satisfying (25). We define cocomposition for A by
and counits by ǫ x = ν x . We can show that the coassociativity and counity conditions (3) are satisfied by examining the following diagrams, where ⊗ have been suppressed and separated subscripts have been concatenated for space purposes: and similarly for the second. In the k-linear case we get, for a ∈ A x,y and b ∈ A y,z ,
Recall from Example 2.1 that for a locally rigid (or locally finite) V-category A, each A x,y has a dual in V. The following lemma establishes that any Frobenius V-category is locally rigid, in a natural way. Proof. Since A is equipped with a Frobenius system (E, v), the evaluation and coevaluation maps can be defined as Remark 3.7. In the k-linear context, we know that rigid objects are exactly finitely generated and projective modules where the dual is given by all linear functionals. Hence (27), which establishes Lemma 3.6, expresses the dual base property exhibiting {e 3.2. Characterization in terms of dual module structure. One of the equivalent definitions of a (classical) Frobenius k-algebra A is that A is isomorphic to its dual A * as a right A-module. In the following proposition, we generalize this to Frobenius V-categories.
Proposition 3.8. For a V-category A, the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) A is Frobenius V-category; (2) A is locally rigid, and isomorphic to A Proof.
(1) ⇒ (2): For (A, m, j) a V-category with a Frobenius system (E, ν), Lemma 3.6 establishes that every A x,y is a rigid object in V, and moreover with dual A * x,y ∼ = A y,x , meaning that A ∼ = A * ,op as V-graphs with the same objects. / / A xz where the downside composite is the A-action (13) on A * ,op using the (co)evaluation formulas of Lemma 3.6. The top composite is the identity on A x,y ⊗ A y,z thanks to the Frobenius properties of A, which leaves the multiplication, i.e. the regular action of A on A, on the right leg.
To make the above clearer and also for future reference, we can explicitly construct an isomorphism between A and A * ,op that commutes with the right A-actions as follows: both φ and ψ are identity-on-objects V-graph morphisms given by
Then ψ is a right A-module morphism by the commutativity of where all inner diagrams commute trivially and ( * ) follows from A being a V-category. In a similar way it can be shown that ϕ is also a right A-module morphism by using the Casimir property (24). Finally, it can easily be checked that φ and ψ are inverses using the (co)evaluation condition together with (24) and (25).
(2) ⇒ (1): Conversely, assume that the V-category (A, m, j) has all hom-objects A x,y rigid objects in V and suppose there exists a right A-module identity-on-objects isomorphism ϕ xy : A * y,x ∼ − → A x,y . We claim that the composite maps where ( * ) commutes since φ is an A-module map (respecting the trivial and (13) Aactions), and ( * * ) is the triangle equality for evaluation and coevaluation. In the k-linear case, the Casimir family is explicitly given by where all diagrams commute trivially, except the evaluation-coevaluation property and φ, ψ being inverses.
For the right hand side of (25), we first notice that ν x are equivalently given
Establishing that these are the same as (28) follows from ψ being an A-module morphism and again the triangle equalities. This expression now renders the remaining verification straightforward:
In the linear case, the equivalent formulations for ν x are computed
Notice that all the above definitions and properties can be reformulated in terms of Vopcategories. For example, Proposition 3.8 would accordingly state that a V-opcategory C is Frobenius if and only if C is locally rigid and isomorphic to C 1 from Example 2.18(1) as right C * ,op -opcomodules. In that case, one has the following corollary.
Corollary 3.9. A V-category A is Frobenius if and only if the V-opcategory
Proof. This follows from the following equivalences, amd recall that the definition of a Frobenius V-category (Definition 3.1) is 'symmetric' with respect to the category and opcategory structure:
The first and last equivalences are Proposition 3.8 and its dual statement, and the middle equivalence is [BCV16, Proposition 5.4].
Finally, the symmetry of the Frobenius definition is also expressed as follows. Those two functors are inverse to one another, and the proof is complete.
3.3. Characterization in terms of trace maps. We finish this section by providing yet another characterization of Frobenius V-categories, now related to Calabi-Yau categories. For that, we first need some relevant definitions. commutes for all x, y. If A is locally rigid, we say that the bilinear form is non-degenerate when both transposes of Γ under dualisation, i.e. families of composites
(29) are monomorphisms in V. Finally, we call a Frobenius V-category symmetric when where everything commutes trivally except ( * ) and ( * * ), where associativity of composition and (co)evaluation condition (4) apply respectively. To show that ϕ xy is invertible, it is enough to find a right inverse, since Λ 1 xy is already left inverse and it follows those inverses are the same. Define It can be verified that this composite is right inverse to φ, using the fact that Λ 2 is inverse to Γ 2 and the evaluation/coevaluation condition. In this case the formula for counit implies that ǫ(ab) = Tr(ab) and hence the correspondence between notions of symmetry.
(2) ⇒ (1): Suppose ϕ is the isomorphism between A and A * ,op as right A-modules, i.e. in k-linear notation ϕ xz (ab) = ϕ xy (a)(b−). We can then define a trace operation To see that this is non-degenerate, we compute Γ 1 and Γ 2 which by (29) are precisely ϕ and (1 ⊗ ev)
respectively. Each of these is clearly invertible and thus Γ is non-degenerate.
As before, the construction of trace implies that ǫ(ab) = Tr(ab) and hence that the two notions of symmetry coincide. 
The Larson-Sweedler theorem
In this section, having introduced all the required structures, we proceed to the main goal of this work namely a generalization of the Larson-Sweedler theorem for Hopf V-categories. We first recall the original statement found in [LS69] . ⊗ H x,y → (H * 1 ) x,y . We now consider the following commutative diagram; note that since the braiding σ is invertible, and ε * is split by j * , the entire counter-clockwise composite that excludes the antipode s x,y is a left inverse to it.
The middle diagrams commute by naturality and the right-most triangle commutes by definition of β xy , where ζ xy := ( as in the above definition may be constructed directly as a limit over all diagrams like (30) and (31) rather than as a product of limits.
On the other hand, if we start with a semi-Hopf V-opcategory (C, d, ǫ, µ, η), we can similarly construct such a limit now using ǫ and µ. However, the switch between these local and global structures makes the limit in this case into a sheer equalizer:
We will use the same notation for that equalizer in the case of opcategories. The following result refers to H 1 , the Hopf H * ,op -opmodule H described in Example 2.18(1) and H * 1 , the Hopf H-module H * described in Example 2.18(3). Recall the coinvariant space on any Hopf module or opmodule defined by (16) and (18) respectively. Proof. Since H is locally rigid, the right internal hom [H y,z , H x,z ] is given, up to isomorphism, by H x,z ⊗ H * y,z ; in that case, the maps m xzy and id ⊗ ε zy used in (31) are precisely the global H * ,op -coaction χ xyz from (10) and 1 ⊗ ε * zy . Thus, regardless of the exact specification of right closure, there is a natural isomorphism between the diagrams over which each limit is computed and so the integral space and coinvariant space are themselves isomorphic. It is worth mentioning that the coinvariant of H 1 is computed using only its coaction and therefore the antipode does not play any role in this proof.
The second fact is proved in a similar way. Recall the Hopf V-opcategory structure of H * ,op given in Example 2.14; the right integral space is given by the equalizer (32), whereas the equalizer (16) gives the coinvariant space of the Hopf H-module H * . It remains to compare the local coaction (12) to the adjunct of the induced local multiplication (δ * xx • φ) for H * ,op , and also 1 ⊗ j x to the adjunct of 1 ⊗ j * x , the induced global counit. In this case, one can verify that those maps are not equal to one another like in the previous part of the proof, however they are somorphic using σ 
We call this collection { xy t } x,y a left integral family T for the semi-Hopf V-category A. In fact, if we consider the unit V-graph I given by I x,y = I, viewed as a left Amodule via ε xy ⊗ 1 : A x,y ⊗ I → I, a left integral family can equivalently be viewed as an identity-on-objects left A-module morphism T : I → A. It consists of a family of maps 
where the bottom composite is identical to (34). A right integral family for A is defined accordingly via the property m xyz • (
In the k-linear case, morphisms k → A x,y are just elements in A x,y , and 
Proof.
(i) In order to verify (34), we examine the following commutative diagram where the bottom composite is precisely zy t ⊗ε zx .
Conversely, the Casimir condition (24) can be verified via the following calculation
Explicitly, ( * ) uses the local comultiplication, ( * * ) the V-category structure and ( * * * ) the naturality of the braiding with σ I,A = σ
Finally, the diagram below shows that making an integral family to Casimir, and then back to an integral family returns the initial one: (ii) If A is Frobenius, by Proposition 3.5 it comes equipped with a Frobenius system (E, ν), which gives rise to an integral family T E by (i), mapping each xy e to say t( xy e ). As we observed in Remark 4.4, the integral family T E induces a unique family of morphisms u x : I → ℓ A,x such that t xy • u y = t( xy e ). We will show that u x is an isomorphism, with inverse ν x • t xx . The following diagram establishes that ν x • t xx is a right inverse. Let us now show that ν x • t xx is also a left inverse of u x . For all y ∈ X we find
Since the family (t yx ) y∈Y is jointly monic ( ℓ A,x is defined as a limit), we find u x •ν x •t xx = id and hence
Clearly, there exists a similar statement for right integrals.
Remark 4.6. We refer to the above theorem as "uniqueness of integrals", since it shows that for a Frobenius Hopf V-category, the integral corresponds to a unique (up to an isomorphism I → I) integral family. In the one-object case, this implies the folklore result that the integral space of a Frobenius Hopf monoid in V is isomorphic to the monoidal unit. In the k-linear case for a field k, the automorphisms k → k are just scalars; we recover the classical uniqueness of integrals of Hopf Frobenius algebras up to a scalar.
We now proceed to the non-singularity condition for families of integrals are split epimorphisms. If the integral family T is both left and right non-singular, we say that it is non-singular.
Notice that the same definitions apply for right integral families, namely being left non-singular or right non-singular or both; the integral property does not come into play in the above definition, which only relates to certain composites being split.
In the k-linear case for any commutative ring, the composites of Definition 4.7 are
If k is a field, then non-singularity implies that all p xy and q xy are isomorphisms. 
are both equal to j x , then g x = f x • s 
Proof. The result follows from the following computation, where A x,x f denotes 1 Ax,x ⊗f :
In ( * ) we used Theorem 4.5 and in ( * * ) we used Remark 2.7.
For the second part, notice that both composites below equal j x
by definition of p and q. Therefore by choosing
, the result follows.
The following lemma establishes how to obtain a left integral family from a right one and vice versa, for any Hopf V-category. Proof. To verify the right integral property similarly to (35), we compute
where we used Remark 2.7 and (35), namely the condition that left integrals satisfy; thus {s yx • yx t } x,y form a right integral family for A. To show that this is furthermore non-singular, based on Definition 4.7 we need to find a right-sided inverse q xy to the composite (A x,y ⊗ xy ev)
x,y ). Since T is a left non-singular left integral, we know that there exists a p xy such that p xy • p xy = A * x,y for every x, y ∈ X. It can now be easily checked that
xy has the required property.
Finally, the previous result motivates an isomorphism between the integral spaces. Proof. It suffices to show that there is a natural isomorphism between the diagrams (30) and (31) over which the limits are computed. The standard properties of the antipode (Remark 2.7) are enough to show that the following diagrams commute 
y,x from Proposition 3.8 will give us the required isomorphism. where the inner diagram ( * ) commutes because of (25), definition of V-category and the evaluation-coevalution property. A similar diagram proves the counit condition. This is even a semi-Hopf opcategory morphism. The local algebra structure on each A x,y coming from the one on A * ,op with transfer of structure via the isomorphisms ψ and φ from Theorem 3.8 is given by 
where yx e is the casimir element coming from the local frobenius structure on every A y,x and ε yx is the local counit morphism of the Hopf category structure on A. We easily see that ψ is a local algebra morphism:
The Hopf opcategory structure on A * ,op was derived completely from properties of the dual. Now since ψ defined above is an isomorphism A * ,op x,y ∼ = A x,y we can make each A x,y a dual to A x,y and make A a Hopf opcategory in the same way. This yields exactly the local algebra and global coalgebra structures already observed on A, and thus they form a Hopf opcategory.
The above results, Theorems 4.11 and 4.13, show that if A is a V-category which is Hopf Frobenius, then it also possesses a Hopf V-opcategory structure. The four structures (category, opcategory, local algebra, local coalgebra) on A can be combined in different ways to constitute Hopf and Frobenius structures. This can be summarised in Table 1 which was already observed by Street [Str04a] for group-algebras kG over a field k. 
We then define:
In the k-linear case, this means that the antipode is defined by the following formula s xy (a) = yx t (1) ·f x (a yx t (2) ). One now checks easily that (7) follow directly from the left integral condition so that s x,y is a right antipode. Given a left non-singular right integral family, let p y be the right inverse of p y,y and put g y = ev • (p y ⊗ 1) • (j y ⊗ 1) : A y,y → I. We then define a left antipode by
Now in any semi-Hopf V-category, if both left and right antipodes exist then they are equal and thus an antipode.
(ii) This is essentially dual to the previous part. In the first case define
with g y as above; and in the second case define
with f x as above. (iii) This is immediate when we combine parts (i) and (ii) with Lemma 2.8. (iv) By part (iii) the semi-Hopf V-category A is Hopf and the antipode is invertible. Therefore, according to Theorem 4.5(ii) the integral family T gives rise to a Casimir family E T , given by
We define ν x := A x,x s −1 xx − − → A x,x fx − → I where f x is defined as above. We now need to show that (E T , ν) is a Frobenius system for A. Indeed, (25) is satisfied in a straightforward way
where ( * ) follows from Lemma 4.8. Proof. Since s is a right antipode we know that A x,y * s xy = j x • ε xy (where * denotes the convolution product) for every x, y ∈ A. Define Γ xy : Hom(A x,y , A y,y ) → Hom(A x,y , A y,x ) by Γ x,y (f ) = f * s xy for every f : A x,y → A y,y . This map is clearly surjective, since we can write every g ∈ Hom(A x,y , A y,x ) as Γ xy (g * A x,y ). Using the fact that all A x,y and A y,y have the same dimension, we can conclude that every Γ xy is bijective.
Clearly the map Γ ′ xy : Hom(A x,y , A y,x ) → Hom(A x,y , A y,y ) : r → r * A x,y is a right inverse of Γ xy . And by the bijectivity of Γ xy any one-sided inverse is a two-sided inverse and hence Γ ′ xy is also bijective. This implies that there exists a morphism u x,y ∈ Hom(A x,y , A y,x ) such that j y • ε xy = u x,y * A x,y for every x, y ∈ A.
Moreover u x,y = u x,y * (A x,y * s xy ) = (u x,y * A x,y ) * s xy = s xy . We can conlude that s is indeed an antipode for A. Proof.
(1)/(6) ⇒ (7). The left version (1) tells in particular that A has a right nonsingular left integral family. Since A is Hopf, we know by Proposition 2.15 that A x,y ⊗ A y,y ∼ = A x,y ⊗ A x,y in Mod k and therefore A x,y and A y,y have the same dimension if A x,y is non-zero.
(7) ⇒ (8). By Theorem 4.14(i), the existence of a right non-singular left integral family implies that A has a right antipode and therefore by Lemma 4.16, A also has a two-sided antipode. is free of rank one.
Applications
In this section, we gather a few important examples we obtain as results of the generalization of the Larson-Sweedler Theorem.
Hopf algebras in a monoidal category V. For its one-object case, Theorem 4.11 gives a version of the Larson-Sweedler theorem for Frobenius and Hopf algebras in any braided monoidal category V. In particular, by regarding the 1-object case of Corollary 4.17, we recover the 'classical' Larson-Sweedler theorem (for Frobenius and Hopf k-algebras). In the same way, by considering the 1-object case for the monoidal Hom-categoryH(C) associated to a braided monoidal category C as constructed in [CG11] , we obtain a version of the Larson-Sweedler for monoidal Hom-Hopf algebras. In the same way, by choosing suitable braided monoidal categories, one can derive the Larson-Sweedler theorem for graded Hopf algebras and Yetter-Drinfel'd Hopf algebras [Som02] .
Turaev's Hopf group-algebras. Recall from [Zun04] the definition of a Hopf G-algebra. Let G be a group. A Hopf G-algebra H consist of a G-indexed family of k-coalgebras (H g , ∆ g , ǫ g ) g∈G endowed with the following data.
(1) A family of coalgebra morphisms µ = (µ g,h : H g ⊗ H h → H gh ) g,h∈G , called the multiplication such that
for every g, h, l ∈ G (2) A coalgebra morphism η : k → H 1 , called the unit such that
for every g ∈ G (3) A family of coalgebra isomorphisms ψ = (ψ 
for every g ∈ G Dually one has the notion of a Hopf G-coalgebra. Every Hopf G-(co)algebra can be turned into a k-linear Hopf (op)category. We provide here the construction for a Hopf G-algebra, for a Hopf G-algebra ((H g ) g∈G , µ, η, ∆, ǫ) we define the k-linear Hopf category (H x,y ) x,y∈G byH x,y := H x −1 y , m xyz :H x,y ⊗H y,z = H x −1 y ⊗ H y −1 z µ x −1 y,y −1 z −−−−−−→ H x −1 z =H x,z , j x = η, δ xy = ∆ x −1 y and ε xy = ǫ x −1 y , see [BCV16, Proposition 6 .2]. In case H is a Hopf G-algebra such that all H g are finite dimensional, we can apply the Larson-Sweedler theorem for Hopf categories (see Theorem 4.15) to the Hopf category associated to this Hopf G-algebra and obtain in this way a Frobenius k-linear category with k-linear morphisms d xyz :H x,y = H x −1 y → H x −1 y ⊗ H x −1 y =H x,y ⊗H x,y and ǫ x :H x,x = H 1 → k satisfying conditions (23).
A natural question is whether there exists already a version of the Larson-Sweedler theorem for Hopf G-algebras, without using the passage to Hopf categories as described above. A first naive approach would be to use the result from [CD06] , which states that a Hopf G-algebra is an Hopf algebra in a suitably constructed monoidal category of families of k-vector spaces called Turaev/Zunino category, and to apply the LarsonSweedler theorem for Hopf algebras in this monoidal category. However, this will not lead to the desired result, as for this we should require that the Hopf G-algebra (G, H g ) is a rigid object in the Zunino category. As this category is equiped with a strict monoidal forgetful functor to Set, sending the indexing group G to its underlying set, the rigidity of (G, H g ) in the Zunino category implies that the set G is a rigid object in Set, which means that it is a singleton, and hence this can only be applied to the classical case of a usual finite dimensional Hopf algebra. On the other hand, the notion of a Frobenius G-algebra already appeared in [Tur10] : a G-algebra A together with a symmetric k-bilinear form ρ : A ⊗ A → k such that The (global) Frobenius k-linear category structure is given by k-linear category structure described above and the cocategory structure is given by:
d xyz (g) = h∈Gy,z gh −1 ⊗ h ∈ G x,y ⊗ G y,z ǫ xy (g) = 1 ; g = e 0 ; g = e
The (local) Frobenius structure on every A x,y is given by δ xy as previously described and the local multiplication by: µ xy : G x,y ⊗ G x,y → G x,y : g ⊗ h → g ; g = h 0 ; g = h η xy : k → G x,y : 1 → g∈Gx,y g and extended linearly.
